
EP 2011 Conference @ Florence proposal

The foundation “Python Italia APS” is proud to present a proposal to hold and
organize Europython 2011 in Florence, Italy.

Python Italia APS

Python Italia APS, is a no-profit association founded to promote and

popularize  the Python programming language in Italy among
universities, industries and the citizenship.

As a no-profit association made by the python community members for the
community itself we made transparency and collaboration part of the

association fundamentals. That's why we make all the conference revenues
and costs public. Not only, we always reinvest the extra funds from last
conferences into activities to promote Python. Last year we aimed to invest
these funds to sponsor students for python open source projects but, due the
economics crisis we decided to reinvest this budget to sponsors the next
conference and keep prices as low as we can. 

3 years ago we've started our association and, also, started Pycon Italy.
In those years we've learned lots of things and made lots of mistakes, but first
of all we started something, a movement that brung italian pythonistas



together and understand that it's important to share ideas and goals. 

Experience

In June, 2007, shortly after the foundation of our association, we organized
"PyCon Uno", the first Italian conference dedicated to the Python
programming language. The conference, held in Florence, was very successful

both in attendance (almost 200 attendees) and
with the technical press. 

In 2008, the second edition of the

conference, "PyCon Due", scored a 50%
increase in the number of attendees, more

than 300, featuring also internationally-

famous speakers such as Richard Stallman,
Raymond Hettinger and Alex Martelli, and

sponsors like Google and Skype. 

Last year, “PyCon Tre” scored a 30% increase with 386 attendees,
despite the economic crisis, featuring Guido Von Rossum, Alex Martelli,

Raymond Hettinger and Fredrik Lundh. The 3 days conference had 37
talks, 21 sponsors and, again, the Florence Municipality has once again
conceded its patronage. Almost all the talks of the last 2 conferences were
recorded and deployed after the conference.



Conference Venue

The city proposed for the conference venue is Florence, that is equipped with
good conference facilities and comfortable accommodation. 

For Europython our first main option would be:

Stazione Leopolda ( http://www.stazione-leopolda.com/ )

Stazione Leopolda di Firenze is a wonderful station of the first half of 1800
( very unique in it's genre and with high historical and artistic value ) that
since 90ties is used to host events related to contemporary culture and
creativity. 



Stazione Leopolda activities target a
large and modern audience in
different ways: through exhibitions,
entertainment, television sets, gala
evenings, fairs, fashion shows,
product and service presentations,
cultural festivals and corporate
meetings. 

The Stazione Leopolda is a facility
with original physical features and a
strong architectural identity. It is a
“piece” of industrial architecture that
was recently opened to the public,
similarly to what is happening in big,
post-industrial cities throughout
Europe and North America. 

The Stazione Leopolda is, or rather, was a real railroad station. It was built in
1848 (and is a protected site because of its historic-artistic merits). 



The Stazione Leopolda is practically a single “room” beneath a metal roof
divided into two 15 meter wide sections that are 140 and 100 meters long,
respectively; ceiling height averages 7.5 meters and at the end point it
exceeds 12 meters. It's divided in 3 mains areas.

Our proposal is to used one of the main areas to host Europython plenarium
sessions, social events, gran gala dinner and all the activities that need all the
attendance inside a single room. 

We've made an in place overview in order to check if the location is realy
suitable for Europython ( as it needs at least 4 other rooms for the other
activities such as regular tracks and tutorials ) and we would use both main
areas and the other 3 or 4 smaller rooms at the sides of the station structure.

So, the capacity for the events at the Leopolda is more or less 700 attendees,
as the open room will be customized for the event and at the rooms for the
talks would be  as follows:

• Main room ( plenarium ): 700
• Main room 1: 300
• Main room 2: 300
• smaller rooms: 30 – 100



The venue location is inside the city centre and near the train station and is
really easy to reach by a walk or any means of transport. Also, least but not
last, Stazione Leopolda is a perfect location for the grand gala dinner and it's
big spaces can be easily customized to fit a mass of python programmers ( It's
not easy to easy to find restaurants with a 500/700 capacity ).



… and our Europython second main option would be:

Firenze Fiera ( http://www.firenzefiera.it/ )

Firenze Fiera is a modern venue inside wonderful historical buildings that offers
many rooms and options to easily meet Europython needs. It's composed by 3
main structures:

• Fortezza da Basso, wonderful building build in the first half of '500 

• Palazzo dei Congressi, hosted inside a villa of the '800, today is perfectly restored

• Palazzo degli Affari, a very modern structure polimorphyc and and flexible structure. 

The venue offers many auditoriums and rooms that can be used to easily fit it's
capacity needs. The auditoriums maximum capacity is about 900/1000
attendees and it have many other rooms that can be used for the standard
talks and open spaces. So, the rooms and capacities can be very similar to the



Stazione Leopolda option or, in case, be easily customized.

The venue location is inside the city centre and near the train station and is
really easy to reach by a walk or any means of transport. 

In case of economic or other unknown needs we have other cheaper and
smaller venues alternatives such as:

Convitto della Calza  ( http://www.calza.it/it/meetings.htm   )   

The convito della Calza is located quite near the city center and has 7 rooms
that can hold from 20 to 400 attendees ( one room for 400, two for 100, and
other smaller rooms ). It's has a wonderful outside area for open spaces,
conference breaks and lunch.

Grand Hotel Mediterraneo ( http://www.hotelmediterraneo.com/ )

The Grand Hotel Mediterraneo is hotel located inside the city center and well
equiped for conferences ( one bigger room for 300 attendees, one for 200, and
smaller rooms with places for 50 to 80 attendees ).  



Many other similar locations are available as alternatives.

Cloakrooms arrangements are available in all the venues proposed and all have
their own insurance plans. It's also possible to extend those plans it they
doesn't meet our requests

Conference Estimates

We estimate 500-600+ participants and a conference macro schedule as
follows:

● 2 days of tutorials
● 3 days of talk with 3 or 4 tracks
● room for sprints after the conference

Our proposal includes a ( non mandatory )  italian
spoken track during the tutorials or the main
conference days.

The conference maximum number of delegates will
be 900.

Conference Dates

To be decided. Probably during late spring as the
weather is pleasant and not too hot and because
Florence is a very important touristic site and a city with many social events so
the late spring has probably the better balance between weather and suitable
locations availability. 

This is not mandatory so the conference can still be held in the the first half of
july as the conference venues proposed are still available for this period.

[Meta] Timetable

The conference timetable will follow the same plot of the last conferences. Visit
http://www.europython.eu/talks/timetable/ for more details.

Conference Goals

The italian python community has demonstrated to be very active e vibrant.
The great success of Pycon Italia of the last 3 years is the result of it. The work



of our Foundation is to promote python inside the italian reality. Europython
would be a great occasion to open this work also to Europe, to help Europe
meet italians and people from Mediterranean and vice-versa. 

We think that it wold be great to focus Europython at  mixing developers and
tech people from different cultures encouraging people to talk, exchange ideas,
projects and knowledge. 

We are sending this proposal to hold Europython because we strongly believe
that after the last 3 successfully years organizing the italian Python conference
we are mature and have enough experience to organize and maintain an
european conference such as Europython. Not to say that we also had
experienced all the administrative, economic and legal issues derived from
organizing a medium level conference and running a no-profit organization.

Conference Services

● Record videos of the talks
● Talk team will help newbee speakers to try and

improve their talks before the conference
● Partners programme
● Realtime translation
● Sponsored Talks
● Recruiting sessions
● Conference dinner 
● PyBeer and conference/community party

Registration Fees

Our target is to have a registration fee of maximum 200 EURO, but we wish
to keep it much cheaper as follows:

• 20€ Tutorial Early Students 
30€ Tutorial Late Students 
40€ Tutorial Early Bird Standard 
60€ Tutorial Late Bird Standard 

• 40€ EP Early Students 
60€ EP Late Students 
80€ EP Early Bird Standard 
120€ EP Late Bird Standard 

We also plan to have different and separated fees for tutorials, attendees only
for a possible italian spoken track, students and corporations



All speakers and students will receive a discount that still need to be defined.

We can administer the payments ourselves ( as we already did with the
payments and invoices our last 3 conferences ) or use another method defined
by Europython foundation. We wish to provide the options to pay by bank
transfer, PayPal or pay on desk. We will provide an invoice for each
registration.

Reltime Translation

The realtime translation is a service we have already developed at Pycon Italia
made to let attendee with language difficulties to follow english spoken tracks
and vice versa. We have been proposing this service since Pycon Due during
only one of the tracks ( for 2 years ) with excellent results.

The service consists at distributing wireless headphones to the attendees that
requires it. Last year we offered around 100 headphones and about 90% were
used. 

The translator meets the speakers before their talks to talk about it,
terminology and all the information that can be shared for a better
translation/service for the final user.

Network Access

Wireless network will be available in all conference areas. Stazione Leopolda is
already equipped to meet Europython needs.

Meals

Breakfast, coffee breaks and lunch will be provided
daily during the conference. Italian specialties will be
served. Vegetarian meals will be available. Words like
“unbelievable”, “excellent” and “amazing” have been
used very often to describe the food quality of our last
conferences.

Organizers

The following people have been involved in the organization of the conference,
and in the creation o this proposal:



● Fabio Pliger: is a Python Italia APS member and co-founder. He's
involved in the python world since 2002 and has participated to many
python conferences as attendee, speaker and organizer.

● Simone Zinani: is a Python Italia APS member, co-founder and
administer of the association since of it's foundation. He is also involved
into the Pycon Italia conferences as member of the public relations staff

● Franceso Pallanti: is a Python Italia APS member and Pycon Italia
organizer. He is the manager of its public relations and contacts with
sponsors, venues and press.

The foundation “Python Italia APS”
was founded by the following active
members:

● Giovanni Bajo (Develer Srl)
● Marco Beri (Link I.T. Spa)
● Michele Bertoldi (Softwell SaS)
● Fabio Pliger (S3 Srl)
● Nicola Larosa (Canonical Ltd)
● Lorenzo Mancini (Develer Srl)
● Alex Martelli (Google Inc.)
● Enrico Franchi (Sviluppatore Indipendente)
● Alan Franzoni (Emaze Networks Spa)
● Stefano Masini (Pragma2000)
● Carlo C8E Miron (Visiant Galyleo Spa)
● David Mugnai (Develer Srl)
● Lawrence Oluyede (StatPro Plc)
● Francesco Pallanti (Develer Srl)
● Manlio Perillo (Sviluppatore Indipendente)
● Giovanni Porcari (Softwell SaS)
● Michele Simionato (StatPro Plc)
● Daniele Varrazzo (Develer Srl)
● Valentino Volonghi (Adroll.com)
● Simone Zinanni (Develer Srl)



and have also 83 members subscribed.

Python Italia APS organization chart is:

President – Valentino Volonghi
Administartion board – Valentino Volonghi, Simone Zinani, Marco Beri
Treasurer – Marco Beri
Sponsors and Public relations coordinators: Simone Zinani, Francesco Pallanti
Partners Programme coordinators: Francesco Pallanti, Giovanni Bajo

Sponsoring

As we've already mentioned the reinvest the extra funds from the past Pycon
Italia conferences on the new ones so we'll be happy to do the same for
Europython sponsoring it as it replaces Pycon Italy for the 2011 and 2012.

We have already created a network of ( potential and real )sponsors from the
last python italia conferences. Also, we have  good documentation and a very
experienced staff that handles this activity for Pycon Italia that will be happy to
do a great work for Europython.

The  revenue  from the  last  Pycon  Italia  was  around  €  30.000  despite  the
economic crisis.

Sponsored Talks

Sponsored  talks  were  introduced  by  Python  Italia  APS  inside  Pycon  Italia
conferences to attract bigger sponsors ( and sponsors funds ). It consists of 1h
of 45 minutes talks during the conferences were the sponsors can talk about
it's own products or technologies. At Pycon Italia we imposed that all those
sponsored talk  had to  talk  about  python  related  technologies  and were  at
maximum one talk per day. 

This  should  satisfy  the  sponsors,  that  can  freely  talk  and  present  their
technology and the attendees that can freely decide to follow it or to follow any
other talk at the same time slot.

From the last PyCon Italia Conferences...

“PyCon Italia is the conference closest and
dearest to my heart out of the many I
regularly attend.”

ALEX MARTELLI



“PyCon Italia is a great way to meet the top coders in Italy, talk with major
vendors, and either recruit or be recruited.”

RAYMOND HETTINGER

“The conference locations were great, the organizers went above and beyond
to make things run smoothly, and the food truly transcended the conference
food that I’m used to.”

BRIAN FITZPATRICK

Budget

The following budget was prepared based on our past conferences and the
above conference venue proposals. As we already mentioned is can be easily
modified/customized excluding extra services it the sponsors are not as much
as expected.

NOTE: The Budgets balance can vary a lot depending on the number and type
of sponsors. So we made the same sponsors and tickets costs base in order to
have positive balances for all the proposals. Considering the cases of the
Stazione Leopolda budgets, if the sponsors snapshot were confirmed all the
tickets prices would be reviewed in order to decrease them. We wish to have
ticket prices at the level of Pycon Italia (see http://www.pycon.it/pycon3/registration/)
. Also, we'll try to have discounts due to our city of Florence sponsorship.



Florence

Florence is one of the most beautiful cities in
the world. It's a must-see city for any art lover
but its delights reach far beyond the museums
and galleries. The city itself is a piece of art. It
is one of the most visited tourist destinations
of the world. At least once in a life time, you’d
like to take a close look at the David of
Michelangelo, or the Venere of Botticelli, or
visit the Uffizi Gallery (photo above), the Pitti
Palace, the Boboli Gardens, the Brunelleschi’s
Dome, etc. etc. As a matter of fact, there are
few places in the world that have such a huge
concentration of monuments and masterpieces
in such a small space. It also offers amazing
restaurants, cafés and a vibrant nightlife
scene.

WHY Florence?

Because Florence is easily reached from all
places in Italy ( and  south Europe ) by car,
train or plane. Moreover, being Florence a
turistic city, attendees have the chance to
match the conference with a weekend in one
of the most important art cities of the world. Lastly, even if organizers are from
a number of Italian cities, many of them are located around Florence and can
better take care of all the logistics and conferences related activities.

Also, Florence is located near many other nice and interesting cities so
attendees can easily take some extra-days to visit other nice spots adding
some free time after or before the conference days.

LANGUAGE

The language spoken in Italy is italian, and is related to many other European
languages. English is quite widely spoken.

NIGHTLIFE

Florence's nightlife is fueled by the city's well-heeled, foreign students who
come to study Italian and History of Art. Old World meets New World and



products a nice mix of foreign people and italians.

Florentines, like most Italians, are a very hot and cozy people. The love to
have fun and meet new friends. This, mixed to the amazing, cafés, pubs, bars
and restaurants turns Florence into a city with lots of nice oportunities.

RESTURANTS

The traveler is easily rewarded with excellent food and a good time. Italy is a
country with a strong cuisine and wine tradition.

The prices in Florence can be very variable depending on the city location and
the restaurant or café that has been chosen. Prices are quite equal to the
European level. 

Getting to Florence 

Florence is well-connected with the rest of Italy and
with Europe, and is easy to get to by air or land. In
the last few years there has been a significant
increase in traffic in and out of Florence's Vespucci
Airport, and the infrastructure and facilities are
constantly being upgraded.

Arriving by Plane

Several European airlines are now servicing
Florence's expanded Amerigo Vespucci Airport

also called Peretola, just 5km (3 miles) northwest
of town. There are no direct flights to/from the
United States, but you can make easy connections
through London, Paris, Amsterdam, Frankfurt, and
so on. 

ATAF's regularly scheduled Vola in Bus connects the airport with Piazza della
Stazione downtown (30 min.; buy your ticket on board). Metered taxis line up
outside the airport's arrival terminal and charge about €15–€16 to most hotels
in the city center (tel. 800-424-500 in Italy, www.ataf.net).

The closest major international airport to Florence is Pisa's Galileo Galilei
Airport  97km (60 miles) west of Florence. About a dozen trains
(www.trenitalia.it) per day leave the airport for Florence (80 min.). You can
also, obviously, grab a bus (€0.85, www.cpt.pisa.it) or taxi (€5–€7) for the
ten-minute ride into downtown Pisa.

Mainly national and a few continental flights land at Florence's airport. Most
flights from Europe land at Pisa's Galileo Galilei Airport, 60 miles and an



hour's shuttle train ride from Florence. Parking is cheapest in the city-run
parterre lot. 

Arriving by Train 

Florence is also a key node on the Italian railway network. It has good
connections with the main cities in the north, while to the south Rome is only
about an hour and a half away. Work on the Bologna-Florence stretch of the
high-speed railway line (TAV, Treni Alta Velocità) is at an advanced stage, and a
new station is due to be built in Florence.

Most Florence-bound trains roll into the Stazione Santa Maria Novella,
which you'll often see abbreviated as S.M.N.  The station is on the
northwestern edge of the city's compact historic center, a 10-minute walk from
the Duomo and a 20-minute walk from Piazza della Signoria and the Uffizi. The best
budget hotels are immediately east of there around Via Faenza and Via Fiume.

With your back to the tracks, you'll find a tiny tourist info office with a hotel-
booking service office, open daily from 8:30am to 9pm, toward the station's
left exit next to a 24-hour pharmacy. The train information office is near the
opposite exit to your right. Walk straight through the central glass doors into
the outer hall for tickets at the biglietteria. At the head of Track 16 is a 24-hour
luggage depot where you can drop your bags while you search for a hotel.

Some trains stop at the outlying Stazione Campo di Marte or Stazione
Rifredi, which are worth avoiding. Although there's 24-hour bus service
between these satellite stations and S.M.N., departures aren't always frequent
and taxi service is erratic and expensive.

Arriving by Car & Parking 

Driving to Florence is easy; the problems begin once you arrive. Almost all
cars are banned from the historic center—only residents or merchants
with special permits are allowed in. 

The A1 motorway, the main road artery linking the north and south of the
country, runs past Florence, which has four exits. A third lane is currently
being built on the Barberino-Incisa stretch of the A1. The A11 motorway and
the Florence-Pisa-Livorno (FI-PI-LI) dual carriageway link the city with
the west (Tyrrhenian Sea) coast.

ACCOMODATION

Florence has a lot of accommodation choices for its many visitors each day,
and among these are the inviting, comfortable bed and breakfasts in Florence
palazzi (palaces). Many maintain their small, residence-like feel, while many
have actually become small boutique hotels in the quality of their services and
the flexibility they offer in accommodating their guests' needs. Also, you can
find many nice hotels, guesthouses, apartments and hostels.

More information from our past confences can be found here:



http://www.pycon.it/pycon3/where/

NOTE: For Europython much more information will be produced

CURRENCY

The official currency is the Euro. 
Credit cards most accepted in the country are
Mastercard, Visa, AMEX and Diners Club and these can be used to withdraw
cash from banks and ATMs and to pay bills in
hotels, restaurants and most shops. Banks usually
open between 8am to 1pm and 2pm to 4pm on weekdays. ATMs
and currency exchange machines are available in
towns and cities throughout the country.

VISA

Required by all except:

All countries and territories that are members of the Schengen acquis, of the
EU or of EFTA.

Positive visa list of countries (also known as White Schengen List) from whose
citizens no visa is required to enter the territory of the EU member states for a
period of maximum 90 days.
Nationals of the following countries do not require a visa for visits up to a
maximum of 90 days, for tourism, on missions, business, invitations ought
to take part in sports events:

Andorra
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Australia
Bahamas
Barbados
Brazil
Brunei
Canada
Chile
Costa Rica
Croatia
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Hong Kong
Israel
Japan
Macau
Malaysia



Mexico
Mauritius
Monaco
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Saint Kitts and Nevis
San Marino
Seychelles
Singapore
South Korea
Vatican City
United States
Uruguay
Venezuela

Nationals of San Marino, the Holy See and Switzerland do not require a visas in
any case.

The citizens of the following countries are required to obtain visas for transit
through Italian airports:
Afghanistan***, Bangladesh***, Democratic Republic of the Congo***,
Colombia**, Eritrea*, Ethiopia***, Ghana***, Iran***, Iraq***, Nigeria***,
Pakistan***, Senegal**, Somalia*** and Sri Lanka***.

We hope to see you at Europython 2011!!


